
GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR FAMILY PIZZA CONTESTS 

LAST UPDATED September 2019 

Application: 

These rules and regulations shall apply to all Family Pizza Contests (the “Contest”) unless 
stipulated otherwise, and where alternate rules and regulations are made available to the public. 
If there are any discrepancies between these rules and regulations and any other rules and 
regulations posted for any particular Contest (the “Alternate Rules”), such discrepancy shall be 
resolved in favour of the Alternate Rules. 

Eligibility: 

The Contest is open to legal residents of Canada who have reached the age of majority in the 
province in which they reside. No person who is employed by the Family Pizza or its affiliate 
companies, and no family member of such employee shall be entitled to enter the Contest. 

In certain cases, minors under the age of majority will be permitted to enter the Contest and be 
eligible to win the prize. In no case, however will a minor be declared a winner without the prior 
written consent and release of liability of the minor’s parent or legal guardian. 

How to Enter 

There is no purchase necessary to enter the Contest. 

For a chance to win the contest please go to the Family Pizza Website at www.familypizza.ca 
to find out our contest details and ways to enter.  

Winners will be chosen by random draw, unless specified otherwise. eg: Teacher Of The 
Month. 

Upon being declared a potential winner, the contestant will be required to answer, unaided, a 
time-limited mathematical skill testing question. Upon correctly answering that question, the 
potential winner will be declared the winner. 

There is a limit of 1 entry submission per contest period. You can only enter 1 Family Pizza 
location per contest period. 

Value 

No Prize may be exchanged for cash, sold or transferred to any third party. 

Odds of Winning 
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The odds of winning the Contest are dependent on the number of entries attempting to enter 
the Contest at any given time. 

Random Drawing 
 
One (1) potential Prize winner will be selected in a random drawing held the last school of 

the contest period ending date from among all eligible entries received and combined 
throughout the Contest Period.  

 
Winner Notification  

Winners of all Contests will be contacted at the "entry" email address used to enter the 
contest, and the person receiving and replying to the winner announcement email will be 
considered the winner unless they specify another person within the reply email as the winner. 
Family Pizza will mail the contest prize to the address supplied by the recipient of the winner 
announcement email. Claiming of prizes requires an email response to the Family Pizza 
location awarding the prize from the winning sender email address within 30 days of being 
notified of winning at the email address used to enter. Failure to respond shall mean that the 
winner forfeits the prize. Family Pizza is not required to award elsewhere any prizes forfeited 
by the chosen winner(s). 

 
Liability 
 
The winner acknowledges that the collection or use of the prize may be inherently dangerous 

and agrees to release and hold harmless the Family Pizza for any and all damages he may incur 
through entering the Contest or through the collection or use of the prize. The winner also 
agrees to sign a standard release and waiver of liability prior to claiming the prize which will 
generally be provided. 

 
Each entrant and any potential or declared winner releases the Family Pizza, their subsidiaries, 
respective divisions, their parent corporations, their advertising and promotional agencies, their 
shareholders, officers, directors, employees, agents and representatives (hereinafter the 
“Beneficiaries”) from any and all liability for any and all damage, loss or liability suffered as a 
result of or arising from the entrant’s participation in the contest or the acceptance or use of 
his/her prize. In order to be declared a winner and prior to obtaining his/her prize, any potential 
or declared winner agrees to sign a declaration to such effect in the release form. The guest of a 
winner (or a parent or legal guardian in the case of a minor) will also have to sign such a 
declaration to that effect in the release form, failing which they will not be able to take part in 
the prize. 

 
Release of Privacy Rights 

 
By entering this contest, each declared winner consents to the contest organizers, their 
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representatives to use, at their sole discretion and if required, their name, photograph, likeness, 
testimonial related to the prize, place of residence and/or voice without compensation 
whatsoever and that, without limit as for the period of use, in any media and on a worldwide 
scale, for publicity purposes or for any purpose that may be considered relevant. 

 
Contest Period 

The Contest period for our: Teacher of the Month contest is from Oct 1, 2019 to May 31, 2020.                   
(the Contest Period) after which time the contest will be closed and no further entries will be                 
accepted. During this Time 1 winner will be selected during the contest period on the last school                 
day of each corresponding month between Oct 2019 to May 2020 by each participating Family               
Pizza Franchise location.  

Family Pizza reserve the right, at its sole discretion and without prior notice, to amend, cancel,                
close, suspend or reinstate a contest at any time and for any reason whatsoever 

Facebook Contests 

All Facebook contests held by Family Pizza are in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered 
by, or associated with, Facebook. By entering the contest, you are acknowledging this rule and 
completely releasing Facebook for any and all damages you may incur through entering the 
Contest or through the collection or use of the prize. 

General 

Prize winners shall be responsible for all costs and expenses not explicitly stated to form part 
of the prize, including but not limited to taxes, fees, gratuities, or delivery of the prize from the 
Family Pizza awarding location where a prize was won. 

Contest/Prize winners must pick up their prize(s) within 30 days of winning the 
contest/prize. Failure to make arrangements to pick up their prize shall mean that the winner 
forfeits the prize. Family Pizza is not required to award elsewhere any prizes forfeited by the 
chosen winner(s). 

 
Where the Prize includes travel, the Prize winner must ensure that he and his companion 

have all the necessary travel documents required to travel to the destination on the dates 
specified in the prize description. 

 
Prior to receiving the Prize, the Prize winner shall sign a standard release and liability waiver 
absolving the Family Pizza of all its obligations under the Contest and accepting the Prize as 
awarded as full and final satisfaction of all items owed to him by the Family Pizza. 

 
Family Pizza may at its sole discretion substitute a prize or a portion thereof with an 

alternate prize of equal or greater value. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Family Pizza shall 
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not be responsible to substitute a prize or portion thereof where such Prize cannot be redeemed 
due to factors beyond its reasonable control. 

 
In the event it is impossible, difficult and/or more costly for the Family Pizza to award a prize 
(or part of a prize) as described in these contest rules, the contest organizers reserve the right to 
award a prize (or part of a prize) of similar nature and equivalent value or, at their sole 
discretion, the value of the prize (or of the part of the prize) in Family Pizza Gift Certificate. 

 
The Family Pizza reserve the right, at their sole discretion, to cancel, terminate, modify or 
suspend this contest, in whole or in part, in the case of the occurrence of an event, an error or 
any human intervention that could corrupt or affect the administration, safety, impartiality or 
the running of the contest as provided in these contest rules. 

 
All decisions of the Family Pizza or those of their representatives regarding this contest are 
final and binding. 

 
The winner also agrees to abide by the rules and regulations for pick up which can be found at 
www.family pizza.ca 

 
By entering the Contest, all persons are deemed to have read and to have accepted these rules 
and regulations. 
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